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Abstract Experimenter demand effects refer to changes in behavior by experimental
subjects due to cues about what constitutes appropriate behavior. We argue that they
can either be social or purely cognitive, and that, when they may exist, it crucially
matters how they relate to the true experimental objectives. They are usually a po-
tential problem only when they are positively correlated with the true experimental
objectives’ predictions, and we identify techniques such as non-deceptive obfuscation
to minimize this correlation. We discuss the persuasiveness or otherwise of defenses
that can be used against demand effects criticisms when such correlation remains an
issue.
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1 Introduction

Experimenter demand effects (EDE for short) refer to changes in behavior by ex-
perimental subjects due to cues about what constitutes appropriate behavior (behav-
ior ‘demanded’ from them). EDE have been connected, among others, to Milgram’s
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(1974) experiments on (believed true) electric shocks being delivered by experimental
subjects under the request of an experimenter1 and to the Hawthorne factory experi-
ments where greater productivity seemed to occur when workers were the object of a
sociological study (Mayo 1933).2 In the psychological literature, they are also recog-
nized as a source of distortion in responses provided to questionnaires (e.g., Crowne
and Marlowe 1964; Fleming et al. 2007). Their potential relevance for experimental
economics has been cogently highlighted by Bardsley (2005, 2008), and is arguably
more generally felt in journal refereeing activity where experimental designs are crit-
icized for falling afoul of EDE.

This methodological paper provides a general discussion of what to do about EDE.
We try to ask the question of when experimental economists should be worried (or
more worried) about EDE as a possible confound, and, when they are a potential
likely confound, what can be done about them. Our approach is pragmatic: while
EDE can often not be entirely ruled out, the question is what can be done to minimize
the relevance or plausibility of an EDE based criticism in the context of a progres-
sive experimental research paradigm.3 Crucial to this strategy, it will be argued, is
the recognition that EDE are related to the beliefs that subjects hold about the experi-
mental objectives, and that such beliefs may be linked in different ways with the true
experimental objectives.

Section 2 briefly provides the conceptual framework to our investigation on EDE.
Section 3 considers EDE in more detail and reviews a few examples related to EDE.
As the amount of experimental research that could in principle be affected by EDE
is immense, they are, of course, provided without any claim of exhaustiveness, nei-
ther in the type of EDE nor in terms of the subject areas covered by the examples.4

Section 4 summarizes the empirical evidence and draws lessons on when we should
in principle be worried about EDE. Section 5 considers what can be done in this case
to minimize the risk of EDE, and Sect. 6 discusses defense strategies against EDE
criticisms when EDE are still a possible issue. Section 7 concludes.

1A subject was told he or she was the ‘teacher’ of another subject (truly, just an actor), who had to answer a
set of questions and was strapped to an electric chair. Each time an incorrect answer was given, the subject
was asked to press a button that was meant to produce increasing electric shocks (from 15 to 450 volts)
and to which the actor reacted accordingly in pain (as if the shock were real). Over 2/3 of the subjects
obeyed all the way to giving shocks of 450 volts. Milgram’s findings have been replicated under a range
of variants and of subject pools (e.g., Blass 1999).
2The evidence for this interpretation has, however, come into question (e.g., Jones 1992).
3As the one defended in philosophy of science by Mayo (1996).
4This is not to deny that some areas (such as game theory experiments concerned with social preferences
or degrees of rationality) are perhaps more sensitive to EDE as they more easily find themselves in the
pitfalls of either peer pressure or ‘helping’ cues. That being said, the lessons are more general and apply in
principle to any experiment. For example, this paper refers below to a number of experiments on markets
(including Sarin and Weber 1993; Lei et al. 2001; Ball et al. 2001; Fehr et al. 1993; Huck et al. 2004 and
Noussair and Powell 2009); and to Eckel and Holt (1989), Forsythe et al. (1996) and Plott and Levine
(1978) in relation to voting experiments. The working paper version of this paper (Zizzo 2008) contains a
number of other examples, though again the same caveats apply.
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2 Conceptual framework

EDE are about the relationship between the subject and the experimenter. The experi-
menter provides the microeconomic system, in terms of environment and institutions,
that the subject makes decisions in (Smith 1982, 1994). In standard laboratory exper-
iments the subject goes to the lab, sits at a (computer or plain) desk and receives a
set of instructions and possibly practice for the decision task, with the expectation
that payment will be a function of the decisions that he or she makes. Monetary pay-
ments that are a function of the experimental task, and other usual experimental tools
such as the lack of deception (Ortmann and Hertwig 2002), are used to ensure a di-
rect and salient connection between decisions taken and desired monetary outcome,
and therefore to ensure the interpretability and so the internal validity of the experi-
ment. This is true even in experiments trying to identify other regarding preferences
(e.g., Camerer 2003), insofar as their effect can only be isolated where set against the
benchmark of predictions under pure self interest.5

The experimenter provides the microeconomic system the subject works with in
the laboratory, such as the experimental instructions. As a result, it is unavoidable
that the experimenter is in a position of authority relative to subjects. The experi-
menter has both legitimacy and expertise, which are sources of authority (French and
Raven 1959). In addition, subjects may wish to be ‘good subjects’ and therefore feel
committed to assist the experimenter (Rosnow and Rosenthal 1997). That research is
conducted by Faculty members whereas ordinarily subjects are students, and that it is
conducted in the laboratory which is under the physical control of the experimenter,
compound the vertical nature of the relationship between experimenter and subjects.
As do more avoidable factors present in some experiments, such as the physical pres-
ence of the experimenter (where noticeable) or the use of a sample of one’s own
students in experiments. Figure 1 provides a stylized representation of how the sub-
ject relates to the experimenter and (in interactive experiments) to peers, i.e. to other
subjects in the experiment.

Experiments generate data, and, in order for the data to be externally generated—
as opposed to be equivalent to a computer simulation the data of which is created by
researchers—, the decision making problem by subjects is by definition incomplete.
By this I mean that there is a decision or set of decisions that is in the hands of sub-
jects and which is not fully defined by the experimenter or by peers. Subjects then try
to make sense of the unfamiliar and incompletely defined experimental environment
based on the instructions, cues and feedback they receive: that is, they have a job of
task construal at hand. For example, valuations may be influenced by the menu of

5It has been argued, however, that, if subjects’ preferences are undetermined and require being constructed
as subjects face the decision problem, experiments which use a traditional induced value methodology (as
described by Smith 1982) to create payoff schedules may be misrepresenting what happens in real world
markets (e.g., Loomes 1999; Ariely et al. 2003). They would, in effect, be a source themselves of an EDE.
While obviously the argument and its implications are controversial—for many experiments, e.g., the as-
sumption that subjects will prefer more money to less seems the proper way to model demand functions
in a way that ensures experimental control and enables to investigate other problems than preference con-
struction or discovery—, it shows how embedded and pervasive EDE may be, even when they take the
form of best practice in experimental methodology.
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Fig. 1 The microeconomic
system for the experimental
subject

Fig. 2 Mapping experimental
demand effects

available options (e.g., Stewart et al. 2003) and anchored to prior information (e.g.,
Ariely et al. 2003), and framing cues may be used to trigger behavioral schemata that,
by similarity, may be applied to the decision problem at hand (e.g., Gale et al. 1995;
Markman and Moreau 2001). In interactive experiments subjects form beliefs and
choose actions with respect to peers, and possibly receive information about the ac-
tions and social pressure that is being placed on them to play in a socially acceptable
way. In some experiments subjects may explicitly receive advice from peers on what
to do (e.g., Schotter and Sopher 2003). If these horizontal effects due to advice from
peers matter, we may expect cues from the experiments to matter even more, in the
light of the vertical nature of the experimenter—subject relationship. The experi-
menter knows best about the experiment. As a result, we may expect the subject to be
especially sensitive to his or her instructions and cues to make the decision problem
more complete (for example, to know which ‘real world’ behavioral schema is most
suited for the task at hand). More generally, he or she will be sensitive to whatever
cues he or she can get from the experimental environment.

EDE derive, as a result, from a cognitive dimension of task construal: one of iden-
tifying the task at hand and behaving accordingly, by employing cues about what
constitutes behavior that is appropriate to the task. This sensitivity to the cues pro-
vided may work through unconscious cognitive mechanisms: there is no reason for
subjects to be explicitly aware of it.

We label EDE that are only about this cognitive dimension of task construal as
purely cognitive EDE; in the case of purely cognitive EDE, there is no exercise of
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authority as such by the experimenter that is perceived as social pressure, nor is there
perceived horizontal peer pressure.

Stronger form of EDE instead, in addition to this cognitive dimension, benefit
from the perceived social pressure that the experimenter, as an authority, explicitly or
implicitly puts on a subject through instructions and cues. Given this social pressure,
the subject forms beliefs about the experimental objectives and his or her actions can
be played out in the direction most congruent to such objectives. These EDE have
been previously conceptualized by psychologists (e.g., Orne 1962, 1973; Rosnow
and Rosenthal 1997). We label these stronger potential confounds as social EDE,
to imply that, in addition to the cognitive dimension of task construal, there is a
social pressure dimension to them, and the two dimension (task construal and social
pressure) of course interact. Social EDE also need not be conscious, though they may
well be so.

As an illustration of the sense in which social EDE and purely cognitive EDE
differ, consider a Western person who has grown up eating with forks and knives and
who enters a traditional Chinese restaurant for the first time. She sees both racks with
forks and knives and racks with chopsticks—i.e., she knows that both options are
available. She and her date (also someone as inexperienced as her) do not see other
diners in the restaurant, and they do not receive any explicit or implicit pressure from
staff to use chopsticks. She may still choose to ask for chopsticks because, given
the menu of available options and the schema she recalls on how one can have a
true ‘Chinese restaurant’ experience—schema which is especially useful due to her
unfamiliarity with the decision problem—, she feels it is the better option of the two to
maximize her utility from the restaurant meal. This would be the equivalent scenario
to that of a purely cognitive EDE. Alternatively, as she enters the restaurant with her
date, she may observe a number of other diners, and they are all using chopsticks;
or her date, who frequently comes to this restaurant, may raise an eyebrow when she
says she is considering asking for fork and knife; or the waiter may make a polite but
not so subtle comment that it would be a good idea to consider trying out chopsticks.
In all of these alternative cases, in addition to the above purely cognitive effect of task
construal, she will feel the social pressure to conform to what peers (the first case)
imply it is the socially acceptable norm or, more directly, to what experts (the second
and third case) require her to do. This would be the equivalent scenario to that of a
social EDE.

As this analogy illustrates, in the case of social EDE, in addition to a cognitive
dimension, there is a social pressure dimension which is absent from purely cognitive
EDE. Put it differently, all EDE have a cognitive dimension, but, in addition to that,
social EDE have a social pressure dimension (see Fig. 2). While it is easy to identify
paradigmatic examples of social EDE and of purely cognitive EDE—and we shall do
so shortly—, the distinction does of course have a gray area of cases in the middle
where the classification is arguably debatable. That being said, nothing important in
this paper turns on a specific example being classified as a social EDE or as a purely
cognitive EDE; nor indeed on a specific example being classified as an EDE or as
another type of experimental confound.

If they impact on choices, EDE will typically reflect circumstances where Smith’s
(1982, p. 934) dominance precept in which the reward structure dominates any non-
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monetary task utilities is not satisfied. However, it is conceivable that EDE may ac-
tually help increasing the correspondence between material incentives and behav-
ior, for example if the instructions ask subjects to maximize their monetary payoffs
(as in Binmore et al. 1985, discussed below in Sect. 3.1). As it will turn out from our
discussion in Sect. 4, whether this is a good or bad thing for experimental control will
depend on how such EDE relate to the experimental objectives.6

While EDE are an important class of potential experimental confounds, they are
obviously not the only one. A basic failure to understand the experimental instruc-
tions and therefore the microeconomic system the subject operates in is an obvious
example of alternative source of confounding.7

3 Considering EDE in more detail

3.1 Social EDE

Social EDE can have a number of sources, such as social conformism of the kind also
found in relation to horizontal social pressure (e.g., Jones 1984; Asch 1956); desire
for respect (e.g., Ellingsen and Johannesson 2008), which may be stronger in rela-
tion to an authority figure than in relation to horizontal relationships with unknown
strangers, though not necessarily so if the other subjects are known or engaged in re-
peated social interaction; or straightforward obedience to authority attitudinal charac-
teristics (e.g., Blass 1999). Another possible source is concern for the experimenter’s
welfare, but the evidence on this is mixed.8

Example 1 Ball et al. (2001) aimed to study status markets and, in their experiment,
status was provided—in part—through a public award ceremony. This implied social
pressure being put on subjects both vertically from the experimenters and horizon-
tally from their peers. The social pressure works in the same direction as the desired

6It is also the case that there may be violations of the dominance principle that are unrelated to EDE; for
example, subjects may simply be bored and un-motivated by the task at hand.
7Another one is the possibility that subjects may aim to extract as much money from the experimenter,
or anyway that there may be house money effects (e.g., Ackert et al. 2006; Harrison and Johnson 2006;
Harrison 2007). This may reflect preferences that subjects have and that may, for example, confound the
degree of altruism measured (as in Harrison and Johnson 2006), but they do not seem obviously related,
at least in most experiments, to either task construal or social pressure, except in the possible sense (con-
sidered in the next footnote, and opposite to a usual interpretation) that subjects might feel pressurised to
leave as much money as possible with the experimenter.
8Frank (1998) has a clever experiment where payoffs not realized by subjects in an ultimatum game are
literally burnt in front of them, instead of being kept by the experimenter. He finds that this makes no
difference to subjects’ behavior. This evidence also does not favor the opposite argument that subjects
have a desire to maximize the aggregate payment from the experimenter. In Harrison and Johnson (2006),
the identity of the recipient of the money left unspent in a dictator game experiment variant—whether it
was specified as an un-named charity, a third player in the room, or no one specific—mattered for dictator
game allocation. However, their results can arguably be explained simply by differential other regarding
preferences coefficients towards contributing towards the third player or towards the unspecified charity;
also, as discussed in Sect. 3.2, the dictator game structure makes it especially prone to purely cognitive
EDE, making the interpretation of significant treatment effects hard to generalize.
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status effect that was the objective of the experimental investigation, making the in-
terpretation of their results difficult.9

Example 2 Chou et al. (2009) did a set of best guessing games experiments, with
a standard rule that the winner would be the person guessing closest to 3/4 of the
average guess by two players. One of their manipulations was to introduce a strong
hint on how to play the game, by writing down (in bold characters, as a separate
paragraph and with a figure on the side to stress the point) “Notice how simple this is:
the lower number will always win”. Chou et al. found that subjects largely followed
this advice. In another manipulation they had what they label a “battle protocol” in
which “your job is to choose how high to locate your troop on the hill, from 0 feet high
to 100 feet high” and “you win the battle if your chosen location is higher than your
opponent’s”. Subjects largely followed ‘the job’ they were given. Chou et al. interpret
the findings as showing that the instructions enabled subjects to have a better game
theoretical understanding of the guessing game.

There is another possible interpretation: there was a social EDE at work and sub-
jects simply did what they were either strongly hinted or told to do. As such, Chou
et al. may not be actually measuring the levels of reasoning of the subjects, which,
given the abstract nature of the game, is arguably the main reason of interest of guess-
ing games as such (e.g., Camerer 2003).

Example 3 Branas-Garza (2007) investigated the effect, in dictator games, of having
(in bold characters and in an emphatic centered position) the following cue: “RE-
MEMBER that he is in your hands” (i.e., he relies on you). This led to an increase
in dictator giving. Branas-Garza argues that the frame increases the moral costs from
not giving. However, he notes that the increase in giving was greater in a classroom
setting run by the professor (for extra credit points) than in a regular double-blind
lab version (for money), and interprets this as evidence that, the greater the authority
delivering the cue, the greater its effect. While drawing clear lessons from comparing
the classroom setting to the double blind version is difficult, it is not clear whether
the cue is effective because of social EDE, moral norms, or other factors such as
guilt aversion, where making the reliance of the recipient salient should increase the
giving.

A similar use of cues, if for the opposite reason of increasing self-interested be-
havior, was employed in Binmore et al.’s (1985) alternating offer sequential bargain-
ing experiment, where results more in alignment with self-interest were obtained

9Ball et al. (2001) claim not. They note how the status procedure is a deliberate treatment variable in
their experiment, any resulting EDE is unlikely to affect the auction results, and a debriefing questionnaire
asking subjects to describe their thought process and strategy did not find evidence for a relevance of the
status symbol they use in relation to each subject. The first point is considered in Sect. 6: that a procedure
was implemented deliberately to induce status does not negate the fact that status recognition is not the
same as deference given to a subject on request by the experimenter, which is the potential EDE here.
The second point (an EDE should be neutralized by the auction mechanism) has no evidence backing it,
and, regardless, it appears no less but also no more persuasive than saying that a status effect itself should
be neutralized by the auction mechanism. The third point concerns the significance of ‘postexperimental
inquiries’ (Orne 1973), which will be reviewed in Sect. 6, but, taken at its face value, could be used against
both a status and an EDE interpretation of the results, and thus cannot be used to prefer one to the other.
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than usually found. However, instructions were specifically given asking subjects to
be self-interested: “How do we want you to play? YOU WILL BE DOING US A
FAVOUR IF YOU SIMPLY SET OUT TO MAXIMIZE YOUR WINNINGS.” The
thus induced social EDE is problematic given Binmore et al.’s desire to show that
subjects behaved according to the self-interest prediction.

3.2 Purely cognitive EDE

While social EDE are normally either an explicit experimental manipulation or di-
rectly triggered by such a manipulation, the lack of explicit or implicit instructions to
the subject on how to behave does not prevent the existence of weaker forms of EDE.
This is true for at least two reasons. First, subjects try to make sense of the unfamiliar
and incompletely defined experimental environment based on the instructions, cues
and feedback they receive, and the experimenter is the most qualified expert about
the experiment they can get information on cues from about what the experiment is
about and what they should do as a result. Second, it is possible that, by the very fact
of drawing the attention of subjects on the experimental variable of interest X, one is
changing behavior in relation to X. This second point requires answering in specific
cases and may turn out to have differential validity in different settings. The first point
may be turned into an advantage if the researcher is interested in drawing inferences
for specific contexts and frames; and task construal may be a matter of the real world
as much as of the experimental laboratory.

Example 4 Context can help subjects’ understanding; it may help external validity
for the specific real world context, although this relies on the subjects’ expectations
about the context being realistic; if the experiment is complex, context may to some
extent be unavoidable. At the same time, however, context may distract subjects and
allow them to carry over unrealistic scripts and expectations to the task; it may reduce
the generality of the experiment; it may induce EDE. The implied trade-off between
helping subjects’ understanding (by providing contextual cues) and reducing the like-
lihood of EDE (by having more abstract instructions) is one that experimentalists
need to face on a regular basis.10

EDE might be triggered by the use of loaded language as a framing device. To il-
lustrate, in Baldry (1986), presenting a decision task in a tax payment frame made
subjects pay more taxes; Alm et al. (1992), however, did not find an effect for the us-
age of “tax” instructions, but this may have been because there was too high contribu-
tion anyway, possibly influenced by the ‘group’ benefit frame used in the instructions.
Abbink and Hennig-Schmidt (2006) compared loaded versus neutral instructions in

10A referee mentioned the following brain teaser: “Is it possible to exactly cover an 8 × 8 matrix with
vectors of size 1 × 2 or 2 × 1?” When the following as added, it is apparently easier for people to answer:
“A chess board is an 8 × 8 matrix, and a 1 × 2 or 2 × 1 vector will have one square of black and one of
white”. This would be a cognitive cue that could induce a purely cognitive EDE insofar as it is effective in
changing behavior, though its potential benefits in improving understanding are equally obvious. We shall
return to this chess board cue example in footnotes in Sects. 4 and 5.
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a bribery experiment, and found no effect. These examples where the frame can be
clearly connected to an EDE show that an EDE may exist but often not be large.

Example 5 Lei et al. (2001) noted that asset market bubbles experiments tradition-
ally have just a single activity available—trading in the market for the asset—, and
yet the source of the bubbles could be that subjects feel induced by the nature of
the experiment to over-trade, thus pushing prices up and creating the bubbles (in our
terminology, a purely cognitive EDE). To address this, Lei et al. introduced an alter-
native interesting activity—in the form of a second market where subjects could also
trade in. They also added a statement to the instructions (in bold black letters) stating
that subjects were not required to participate in either of the markets if they chose not
to, and that it was their decision whether to participate in one, both or neither. Trading
volume decreased as the result of these changes to the design, suggesting that an EDE
was indeed present. However, prices were not statistically significantly lower in the
experimental treatments than in the controls, denting the claim that the occurrence of
speculative bubbles is an artifact of such an EDE.

Example 6 Dictator games are highly artificial settings where subjects are asked to
consider giving, and often give, significant amounts of money to strangers while they
rarely do so in the real world (Bardsley 2008). Dictator giving is very sensitive to
small changes in the design, such as in deservingness (Hoffman et al. 1994), the
presentation of a picture of the recipient (Burnham 2003) and other information pro-
vided on the recipient (Branas-Garza 2006). Depending on the experimental details,
the fraction of subjects giving money varies over a wide range: for example, only
around 10% of the subjects gave money in treatments by Hoffman et al. (1994), but
over 95% did so in a treatment by Branas-Garza (2006). The game structure makes it
an obvious candidate for EDE. Subjects receive money by the experimenter and their
choice is simply to give it or not; they do the task only once or, if they do it more than
once, they do not receive feedback after each play. A purely cognitive EDE would be
enough for subjects to realize that the experiment is about giving and so they should
be giving some money. The clues given in the experimental setup can then help in de-
termining how much money they should give, thus contributing to the sensitivity of
dictator giving to small changes in the design. Since this EDE may operate in a purely
cognitive way, a double blind design as employed by Hoffman et al. (1994) and others
would not be sufficient to remove it, though it might help reduce any surplus social
EDE that may also be present.11

The clearest evidence of a purely cognitive EDE at work in dictator games comes
from Bardsley (2008) and List (2007).12 In their common dictator game variant, sub-

11In a personal communication, Gary Charness has suggested that a reverse EDE may be at work: by
stressing double anonymity in the design, the experimenter may induce subjects to give less.
12‘Clearest’ does not mean unequivocal. Bardsley (2008), who did the first experiments on this topic,
discusses alternative interpretations of his findings, though his preference is for an EDE interpretation.
List (2007) puts his results in the context of the ‘moral cost’ framework developed in Levitt and List
(2007).
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jects could not only give but also take money from the recipient. A shift to lower
giving (and more taking) was observed, which can in part be explained by hetero-
geneous preferences,13 but can otherwise be attributed to a range dependence of the
giving activity, which is consistent with a purely cognitive EDE interpretation. These
findings suggest caution in drawing inferences on dictator games from the laboratory
to the field. They may also make the interpretation of laboratory findings sometimes
difficult, particularly as social dimensions may easily be present on top of the cog-
nitive dimension of the EDE. We discussed one such example above (Example 3).
Other cases may be subtler. For instance, experimental instructions noting that sub-
jects are ‘entitled’ to keep part of their endowment (thus implying that they are not
entitled to keep the rest) and asking subjects to justify their choices in writing to the
experimenter (see Branas-Garza 2006) may induce an EDE.

Example 7 In within-subject treatment manipulations, there is the potential danger
of a purely cognitive EDE if subjects can glean information about the experimenter’s
objectives from the sequence of tasks at hand. Counterbalancing or randomization
of the order of different tasks can be important for addressing this, but they are not
always effective. For example, Noussair and Powell (2009) induced a ‘peak’ or ‘val-
ley’ shape to the dynamic fundamental value profile by having ‘taxes’ on the asset
either in the first half or second half of the experiment. The introduction and removal
of taxes may have alerted subjects to the need to behave differently. In both papers
there is counterbalancing at work across sessions, but, as the dynamic path in the two
different treatments is in itself of interest, and indeed an order effect is present, an
EDE cannot be ruled out.

Even where counterbalancing or randomization occurs, however, given a sequence
of decision tasks, and their perceptions of the experimenter’s objectives, subjects may
aim to make their decisions consistent with each other in a way in which normally,
were they presented the tasks independently, they would not be.14 For example, An-
dreoni and Miller (2002) tried to test consumer choice axioms by having dictator
games varying multi-dimensionally across tasks, which should reduce the bias. How-
ever, since their paper is all about consistency of choices and they still did use dictator
games with their limitations (Example 6), their within-session design is potentially
problematic, as subjects may have been induced to make their choices more consis-
tent.

Example 8 The strategy method requires subjects to specify their full strategy profile,
i.e. the choices they would take for each given possible action by the coplayer. This
has considerable advantages: it enables the collection of richer datasets, by eliciting
preferences even at usually unreached decision nodes; it often simplifies the admin-
istration of field experiments by avoiding a sequential structure conditional on actual

13For example, a self-interested subject in the dictator game gives 0, but takes as much as possible if taking
is allowed.
14There are a number of psychological reasons why this may be the case, having to do for example with
cognitive dissonance (Festinger 1957) and self-esteem management (Kirkpatrick and Ellis 2004).
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actions taken by other survey responders; it may facilitate strategic understanding
by making people think harder about all possible outcomes. It may, however, also
potentially induce EDE.

As an example, consider Fischbacher et al.’s (2001) classic contribution on esti-
mating social preferences types from public good contribution experimental data and
on showing that conditional cooperation is important. A key finding of the estima-
tion exercise was that 50% of the subjects were estimated as conditional cooperators.
They asked both for an unconditional contribution and for a contribution rate which
was conditional on the average contribution level of the other group. By asking for
both, they may have clued in subjects that the experiment was about conditionality,
an EDE related to Example 7. Furthermore, by asking for conditional cooperation
rates using the strategy method, they may have provided further reason for subjects
to think that conditionality was important, and this may have been another potential
source of EDE. Both of these potential purely cognitive EDE may have increased
the estimated fraction of conditional cooperators, and therefore have interfered with
the objectives of the experiment. A third potential source of EDE is more general,
and is whether, by eliciting ‘cooler’ thinking, average public good contribution rates
may have been negatively affected; if present, this may have had the effect of in-
creasing the fraction of free riders. The empirical evidence on whether the strategy
method distorts behavior is mixed and may depend on the context; for example, in
the context of trust games, Solnick (2007) did not find any effect, whereas Casari and
Cason (2009) found a statistical significant reduction in trustworthiness (though not
in trust).15

4 Empirical relevance of experimenter demand effects and experimental
objectives

4.1 Setting the scene

Our analysis of a set of (real or alleged) examples of EDE has shown both the poten-
tial explanatory power of demand effects in economic experiments and, at the same
time, their limits in what they can plausibly explain if one relies on the existing evi-
dence. It is clear from the Milgram obedience experiments and the social desirability
research referred to in the introduction, but also from cases of research in experi-
mental economics where significant changes in behavior have occurred, such as in
our Examples 2 and 3, that social EDE do have at least the potential to play havoc
with experimental control. While potentially of relevance in a much wider set of ex-
perimental designs, the empirical case for purely cognitive EDE is more mixed. It
is clearest in the frequently used but highly artificial and arguably unrepresentative
setup of dictator games (Example 6). The evidence from asset markets is only partial
(the purely cognitive EDE affected trading volumes but not prices: Example 5), and
the current balance on the strategy method is equally mixed (Example 8). Similarly,
the existing evidence (insofar as there is some) points to only a limited effect in the

15See Casari and Cason (2009) for more references on testing the strategy method.
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Fig. 3 The relationship
between potential EDE and
experiment objectives

context of the potential connection between framing and purely cognitive EDE (Ex-
ample 4). The wider set of examples considered by Zizzo (2008) confirms these more
nuanced conclusions. Of course, we admitted that a purely cognitive EDE may exist,
at least in principle, in other cases as well (such as for Example 7).

When should we be worried about EDE? Figure 3 develops the part of the concep-
tual framework of Fig. 2 that deals with the relationship between the subject’s beliefs
and actions and the experimenter’s objectives.

By experiment objectives, or true experiment objectives, we mean the key goals
and claims that the experimenters actually try to achieve and support with the ex-
periment. Although of course this is not always the case, such key goals and claims
are often spelled out in the abstracts or introductions of economics papers. As il-
lustrations, Ball et al. (2001, p. 161; Example 1) begin their abstract by stating that
“this project tests for the effect of social status in a laboratory experimental market”;
Fischbacher et al. (2001, p. 397; Example 8) begin theirs by noting that “we study
the importance of conditional cooperation in a one-shot public goods game” and they
then claim that 1/3 of the subjects were free riders and 1/2 were conditional coopera-
tors; while, in the first two paragraphs of the introduction, Andreoni and Miller (2002,
p. 737; Example 7) clarify that their experiment is about whether behavior driven by
“subjects’ concerns for altruism or fairness” is consistent and rational. These are all
examples of true experiment objectives.

Based on the instructions, cues and pressure received, subjects form expectations
about the experiment objectives, and this may inform the actions they take. The key
and often overlooked point is then how the subjects’ expected experiment objectives
and corresponding actions relate to the true experiment objectives by the experi-
menters.

4.2 Uncorrelated expected and true objectives

Assume that subjects are unable to form a view of the experiment objectives, or, to
the extent to which they are, the subjects’ expected experiment objectives are orthog-
onal to the true objectives. That is, they do not plausibly imply actions that go either
in the direction of or in the opposite direction of the experiment objectives. In this
case we can say that the eventual EDE are uncorrelated with the true experimental
objectives.16 For example, insofar as Heinemann et al. (2004) can test the theory of

16That is, lack of correlation between expected and true experiment objectives means lack of correlation
between actions implied by the expected objectives and actions implied by the true experiment objectives.
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global games by comparing cooperation games with strategic complementary infor-
mation under perfect and private information, it is not obvious how the experimental
environment would induce subjects to behave in one specific direction or another,
particularly as the design is between-subjects and therefore not enabling individual
subjects to compare the two situations. In Sarin and Weber (1993), both ambiguous
assets and unambiguous assets were traded in markets on a within session (or even
within trading period) basis, and their objective was to look at whether ambiguity
aversion carried out in markets. There is no obvious sense however in which the dif-
ference in ambiguity between assets should translate into a clear expected objective
that one asset should be favored over the other. That being the case, we can plausi-
bly predict any eventual EDE to be uncorrelated to the true experiment objective and
therefore irrelevant to the focus of the paper.

The key point is that, even though an at least purely cognitive EDE might arise
in principle, it would plausibly have no bearing for the key experimental predictions
and tests of the paper, thus making EDE a non issue. Crucially, the true experimental
objectives are obscure to the subjects, and, as the expected experimental objectives
are either also unclear or uncorrelated to the true experimental objectives, the subjects
are unable to engage in actions that can act as confound.

4.3 Negatively correlated expected and true objectives

Some experimental designs are such that an EDE may be induced, but may be neg-
atively correlated, and so work against, the predictions implied by the true experi-
mental objectives. In this case we can say, for short, that EDE and true experimental
objectives are negatively correlated. As noted under Example 7, within-subject de-
signs may facilitate behavioral consistency, and so, in individual choice experiments
trying to find behavioral anomalies relative to expected utility theory, and employ-
ing within-subject designs, any eventual purely cognitive EDE will operate against
the true experimental objective. As another example, Abbink and Hennig-Schmidt
(2006), discussed under Example 4, is aimed to show the robustness of behavior to
the use of ‘loaded’ instructions, and so any EDE induced by the ‘loaded’ instruc-
tions should operate in the direction opposite to the true objective of the experi-
ment.

In this scenario, unlike the previous one, EDE can act as a confound, but only in
the sense of making more difficult to show statistically significant evidence in sup-
port of the true experimental objectives. On the one hand, if no evidence is found in
support of the true experimental objectives, this could be due not to a genuine failure
of the corresponding hypotheses but rather to EDE. On the other hand, if statistically
significant evidence is found in support of the true experimental objectives, its per-
suasiveness is reinforced instead of weakened by the knowledge that there may be
potential EDE working in the opposite direction.

If, say, (a) the subject has a choice between a green button and a red button, (b) the true experiment
objective implies that subjects should push red, or an interest on the degree to which subjects push red
or green, but (c) the expected experiment objective does not change subjects’ behavior with respect to
whether to push the green button or the red button, then we can say that the expected and true experiment
objectives are uncorrelated.
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4.4 Positively correlated expected and true objectives

The potentially most problematic scenario is one where, if they exist, the EDE are
positively correlated with the true experimental objectives: that is, the EDE are posi-
tively correlated with the predictions implied by the true experimental objectives. In
this case, and assuming that investigating EDE is not in itself the true experimental
objective, if we observe behavior that appears in support of the hypotheses related
to the true experimental objectives, we cannot in principle be sure about the genuine
extent to which such behavior is due such hypotheses or due to EDE. This positive
correlation—not the mere existence of EDE—is what creates a potential confound
problem. Examples of experiments with positive correlation have been considered
throughout Sect. 3, among others Ball et al.’s ‘status in markets’ experiment (Exam-
ple 1), instructions on how to play the best guessing game (Example 2), behavior
in dictator games (Examples 3 and 6), within subjects manipulations potentially in-
ducing EDE aligned with the true experimental objectives as in Andreoni and Miller
(2002) and Noussair and Powell (2009; both considered in Example 7), or the strategy
method employed in Fischbacher et al. (2001; Example 8). In the next two sections
our primary focus will be on this potentially problematic positive correlation sce-
nario.17

5 Dealing with experimenter demand effects

Before discussing some of the things researchers may do to minimize EDE, an im-
portant qualification is in order. In designing and running an experiment, researchers
need to take into account both their true objectives and the theoretical and practical
constraints on hand, in terms for example of cognitive simplicity of the experimen-
tal environment, duration of the experiment, inability (in economic experiments) to
engage in deception, number of experimental sessions and treatments that can be run
given the budget and the subject pool, and so on. Put it simply, sometimes researchers
may need to consciously accept a trade-off between different experimental objectives
and constraints, and it may be optimal for them to accept some risk of an EDE as a
result, rather than going for a corner solution where such risk is brought to zero. For
example, by designing a voting experiment which explicitly employs a political party
terminology instead of abstract labels connected to payoffs, an experimenter may re-
duce the risk of creating a confound due to failure to understand while at the same

17We can apply the analysis of this section to the chess board cue example considered in footnote 10 in
Sect. 3.2. If the experiment is, say, on the ability by subjects to engage in simple geometric and arithmetic
reasoning under a limited amount of time, and the true objective of the experimenter is to show that subjects
are very good at this, the purely cognitive EDE will be positively correlated with the true experimental
objective, thus confounding the results. If, conversely, the brain teaser is part of a real effort task in the
context of, say, a principal agent experiment, the purely cognitive EDE may well be entirely uncorrelated
with the true experimental objective and hence be harmless as such; the potential positive benefits that the
cue then has (most notably, in reducing the variance in real effort task performance due to mathematical
knowledge as opposed to real effort) may then make it worthwhile.
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time potentially increasing the risk of EDE.18 The optimal trade-off may obviously
differ from case to case and may crucially depend, once again, on the objective of
the experiment. Section 6 will discuss strategies to deal with EDE criticisms where a
prima facie case for an EDE positively correlated with the true experimental objec-
tives exists.

Social vs. Purely Cognitive EDE. The distinction between social vs. purely cogni-
tive EDE is relevant in thinking about how to deal with EDE for two reasons. First,
most traditional design adjustments are really thought with social EDE in mind. Sec-
ond, unless there is a clear connection between what the experiment is trying to do
and the kind of social cues that are required for social EDE to operate, social EDE
are more straightforward to handle.

Measures such as not running the experiment with classroom ‘pseudo-volunteers’19

or avoiding the presence of a senior experimentalist in the experimental room, can
be employed to reduce social EDE. For example, in most of the voting sessions of
Plott and Levine (1978), the chairmen was told nothing about the true objective of the
experiment, and the only person in the laboratory who knew about it was a graduate
research assistant. More generally, it is a good idea to minimize the social interac-
tions between experimenters and subjects (e.g., Rosnow and Rosenthal 1997). Ball
et al. (2001), reviewed in Example 1, is an obvious case in which the reverse actu-
ally happened, making the interpretation of their results difficult. Double anonymity
has been discussed as a tool under Example 6, but in practice may be unfeasible
in all but the simplest of experiments, and reduces the data that can be collected.20

Not telling subjects what to do, or—more subtly—avoiding loaded frames is how-
ever normally feasible. It may be more difficult when the potential social EDE is
intimately connected with the true experiment objective: for example, in van Huyck
et al. (1992), instructing the players to choose a particular strategy is was as a tool to
investigate equilibrium selection in stag hunt games, but at the same time may have
been strengthened by the presence of a social EDE. Cason and Sharma (2007), who
studied the impact of advice on the play of correlated equilibria in Chicken games, is
another case in point.

Cues related to purely cognitive effects may be more difficult to handle since they
may be helpful with the understanding of the experiment. In some cases, such as the
provision of contextualized examples, the question needs to be asked about whether
the same understanding can be achieved in more neutral ways, or whether there needs
to be some re-thinking of the experimental design.21

18Voting experiments typically use a voting frame but avoid referencing to political parties (e.g., Eckel
and Holt 2001; Forsythe et al. 1996).
19Eckel and Grossman (2000) present a dictator game experiment where (a) pseudo-volunteers give more
than standard volunteers and (b) they are more sensitive to religious/altruistic preferences as measured in
questionnaire instruments. They note how EDE may be one explanation for their findings. The fact that
they use dictator games and combine them with a questionnaire instrument may make their results stronger
than they otherwise would be (Example 6).
20For example, it may prevent being able to map demographic data into the choices that subjects make.
As an earlier footnote noted, it might also, by its own right, induce EDE.
21Turning back to the chess board cue example of footnote 10, many subjects may have problems in
understanding the abstract brain teaser “Is it possible to exactly cover an 8 × 8 matrix with vectors of size
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Changing the Decision Task. In other cases, such as that of dictator games (Exam-
ple 6) and less clearly that of linear public good contribution experiments implying
the need for some contribution, the very nature of the decision problem implies the
existence of potential purely cognitive EDE. Clearly, and following the spirit of Lei
et al. (2001; Example 5), one solution is to alter the decision task in such a way as to
minimize the purely cognitive EDE that might otherwise result. In Lei et al., as we
saw, this was achieved with the introduction of an interesting alternative activity. As
another example, a researcher interested in studying social preferences may choose
to employ games which are not as sensitive to pure cognitive EDE as the dictator
game.

Non-Deceptive Obfuscation. Assuming that this is not possible or desirable for
other reasons, as noted in Sect. 4 the problem arises when, if they exist, EDE—and
so the expected experimental objectives (Fig. 3)—correlate with the true experimental
objectives, especially when positively so. Using our framework, a possible solution
then is to try to minimize such correlation between expected and true experimental
objectives. Along similar lines, Rosnow and Rosenthal (1997, p. 97) saw a deception
strategy as a tool to reduce EDE when deception is ‘fully justified on scientific and
ethical reasons’. Since, however, deception is not allowed in economic experiments,
and for good reasons (e.g., Ortmann and Hertwig 2002), this attempt to minimize
the correlation has to be played out under the constraint that deception not be used.
I label the set of tools that can be used to achieve this as non-deceptive obfuscation.
If the danger of a positive correlation exists, the experimenter can try (without using
deception) to obfuscate the true experimental objectives or to modify the expected
experimental objectives in such a way that the correlation is reduced.

What are some techniques that can be used to achieve non-deceptive obfuscation?
One is the use of context-free language avoiding tipping agents in one direction or
another, though of course (as discussed under Example 4) this has its disadvantages.
For example, there is no explicit mention of ‘cooperation’ or ‘collusion’ in collusion
experiments such as Huck et al.’s (2004) investigation of the effect of the number
of firms on Cournot market collusion. A second example is the use of contexts that
reduce the connection with the true experimental objectives, such as the avoidance
of an industrial organization frame with ‘firms’ and ‘output’ to choose in one of the
treatments employed by Huck et al. (2004), or the use of a products market frame in
Fehr et al.’s (1993) study of sequential labor markets.

Third, while sometimes they require too many resources to be feasible, between
sessions designs can often be used effectively to obfuscate the actual experimental
objectives. For example, Forsythe et al.’s (1996) comparison of the performance of
different voting rules is run on a strictly between sessions basis, therefore making the
true objective of the experiment not obvious. Similarly, the use of a between sessions

1 × 2 or 2 × 1?” simply because they are not familiar with the technical terminology ‘matrix’ and ‘vector’.
If the chess board cue is positively correlated with the true experimental objectives and hence is potentially
problematic, a solution would be to replace it with a neutral and simple explanation of what matrices and
vectors are, followed by a questionnaire to check this understanding. Failing that, the experimenter may
need to re-think about whether he or she can achieve his or her experimental objectives adequately well
(given the relevant experimental design trade-offs) by using this brain teaser.
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design obfuscates the experiment objective of Heinemann et al. (2004, briefly dis-
cussed in Sect. 4.2), who compare their public and private information treatments to
test the theory of global games.

Fourth, when a within-session design is important and unavoidable, an obfuscation
tool is to require subjects to come to two different sessions, separated in time by
between 1 and 3 weeks. An example of this is Tan (2006), who wished to verify the
connection between questionnaire and behavioral responses and had these measured
in different sessions separated in time.

Fifth, filler questions in questionnaires, or filler behavioral tasks, can be employed:
the latter may be time-consuming and dilute the financial incentives in the tasks that
matter (for a given budget), but the former is an obvious tool to employ when ques-
tionnaires matter. In an experiment on emotional response elicitation (e.g., Bosman
and van Winden 2002), they may take the form, for example, of asking about a set
of emotions of different kind, therefore obfuscating any inference on which ones the
experimenter is actually interested in and how they are connected with the rest of the
experiment.

Sixth, cues can be introduced in the experiment which (while not deceiving) may
help in the obfuscation exercise. For example, if a cue must be introduced pointing in
one behavioral direction, another cue should be introduced pointing in the opposite
direction, with no deception and the disclaimer that the subject should do as pleases
him or her (e.g., Sitzia and Zizzo 2009). This list is not meant to be exhaustive, but
identifies specific ways in which potential EDE confounds can be reduced or removed
thanks to non-deceptive obfuscation.

6 Defenses against experimenter demand effect critiques

We now consider the scenario in which there is a positive correlation between EDE
and true experimental objectives and the likelihood of a potential EDE is significant
enough that it may act as a potential confound. Are there defenses that can be put
forward against criticisms that the experimental results are invalidated by EDE? We
discuss six here.

1. The EDE as the objective of the experiment. Davis and Holt (1993, p. 26) do
not see a problem with EDE if ‘explicit suggestion’ is a treatment variable. This is
accurate if identifying an EDE is the objective of the experiment (as in Bardsley
2008, Example 6, or in Milgram 1974). If, however, the EDE is not the objective of
the experiment, then an EDE problem does not disappear by making an EDE inducing
cue a treatment variable. An example of this is Ball et al. (2001; Example 1), where
the treatment manipulation (the public award ceremony) is likely to induce an EDE
but the experiment objective is to identify status effects in markets. In cases such
as this, where the EDE inducing cue is a treatment variable, the potential confound
may hold more seriously than if the EDE inducing cue is not a treatment variable,
since it may be especially difficult to separate the effect of the treatment variable as
sought by the experimenters (i.e., as connected to the experiment objectives, such as
the identification of status effects) from the EDE.

2. The external validity defense. An EDE that parallels or helps reproduce an im-
portant feature of the real world setup the experiment is trying to model is an EDE
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that may strengthen the experiment by enhancing its external validity. Advice pro-
vided in a position of authority—that mirrors real world settings where such a vertical
relationship advice may be provided—is an obvious setup where an external valid-
ity defense holds. An example of this is Shang and Croson (2009), who describe a
field experiment run as a set of phone calls as part of a fundraising campaign by a
public broadcasting radio, where in a treatment the caller mentioned the contribution
of someone else ($75, 180 or 300) and then asked for a contribution amount. This is
obviously exactly the kind of technique that can be used in the field to raise fundrais-
ing. Another example is the provision of horizontal advice employed in Schotter and
Sopher (2003): real world organizations typically do require that advice and its pro-
vision is to be taken seriously, and so the laboratory simply mirrors real world organi-
zational setups. Another example is the use of a tax frame in tax payment experiments
(Example 4).

Care has to be taken however that the mapping with the real world is not too
superficial. For example, using a stock market frame with real world traders may
seem a good idea in terms of external validity, but they will then find it easier simply
to apply their own behavioral schemata from real world trading. These may have
little to do with the actual trading environment they are facing in the laboratory; if
the true experimental objective was to find behavioral anomalies, this might then be
problematic.

3. The magnifying glass argument. I shall label a special version of the external
validity defense the ‘magnifying glass’ argument. It goes like this: an EDE may be
legitimate if it magnifies the relevance of a dimension which, in the real world, is
(a) present to a stronger degree than in the laboratory or (b) and/or cognitively fa-
miliar from experience and therefore easier to make sense of than in the context of
an unfamiliar experimental environment. The EDE would be a tool employed by an
experimenter in the same way in which a scientist may use a magnifying glass or
a microscope: to better, if artificially, identify effects which otherwise may not be
observable.

As an example, consider the stress of experimenters on monetary incentives in
the instructions. The EDE thus induced may magnify the salience of the monetary
incentives, and, as monetary incentives at the margin are higher in many real world
economic settings, may help with the external validity of the experiment by making
the results more widely applicable (if one believes that the results may be sensitive
to the size of the monetary incentives). That being said, however, if the experiment is
on social preferences (as in Binmore et al. 1985, considered in Example 3), then the
potential distorting effects on motivation might be significant and the existence of a
positive correlation between EDE and true experimental objectives would consider-
ably weaken the magnifying glass argument.

As another example, consider Lei et al.’s (2001) finding that the absence of an
interesting alternative activity induces a greater volume of trade in asset markets
(though not a distortion in prices: see Example 5). Since most asset markets of any
relevance in the real world are much ‘thicker’ markets—in terms of volume of trade—
than experimental markets with just a few (or even just a few tens of) traders, the
magnifying glass argument can be used to suggest that, as long as the experimental
objective is not about the volume of trade, the EDE has a beneficial effect in mak-
ing the experimental market closer to real world asset markets. There may still be
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settings, however, where the implied excess market activity from not having an inter-
esting alternative may be positively correlated with the true experimental objectives
in ways which are detrimental: for example, if the experiment is about volumes of
trade.

4. The postexperimental inquiry defense. The last three defenses revolve around
empirical evidence that can be used against an EDE critique. The traditional response
to EDE is to encourage the use of ‘postexperimental inquiries’ (a terminology used by
Orne 1973) which take the shape of questionnaires, verbal debriefing or focus groups,
possibly involving roleplay (e.g., Orne 1962, 1973; Bardsley 2005, 2008). Ball et al.
(2001; Example 1) is a leading economics journal article containing an example of
this.22

Other things being equal, any evidence is obviously better than no evidence. There
are, however, reasons to be cautious about this traditional response. One source of
caution is noted by psychologists (Orne 1962, 1973; Golding and Lichtenstein 1970),
and is the fact that subjects may be aware “that they ought not to catch on some as-
pects of the experimental procedure” and, if they reveal they do, “their data cannot
be used” (Orne 1973, p. 11), and the resulting EDE is clearly aligned with the exper-
imenter’s incentive not to dig too deep for the same reason. (Based on these points,
Orne 1962, 1973, does not favour a direct question approach.) But, regardless of
the plausibility or otherwise of this specific EDE, it points to a more general prob-
lem. Postexperimental inquiries are not subject to the same experimental control that
economists require of their experiments: they are not incentivized and, as they come
at the end of the experiment, subject will typically be demotivated, possibly tired and
simply wishing to get paid and leave the room. Furthermore, as a minimum (writ-
ten questionnaires) subjects directly provide feedback to the experimenter in provid-
ing responses; the social dimension of the data generation process is even stronger
in the case of verbal debriefing (as subjects verbally and visually interact with the
experimenter) and perhaps strongest in the case of focus groups (where horizontal
social cues can interact with the vertical authority and cues by the experimenter as
focus group leader). The lack of motivation and the vertical social dimension can
make postexperimental inquiries paradoxically less interpretable and more subject to
EDE than the economic experiments the EDE of which they are supposed to con-
trol for.23

In addition, while written questionnaires are less informative than verbal debrief-
ing and focus group sessions, the latter are typically less controlled than the former
in terms of experimental protocols precisely used. As a result, they are also more
subject to subtle or not so subtle unchecked cues than written instructions or written
questionnaires.

Postexperimental debriefing also suffers from the frequent dissociation between
explicit cognitive mechanisms and implicit cognitive mechanisms (Shanks and

22Specifically, Ball et al. (2001, p. 169) employed a questionnaire which “asked subjects to describe their
thought process and strategy for participating in the auction”, i.e. their experimental market.
23Put it differently, either we believe that EDE are potentially important empirically, in which case post-
experimental inquiries are not the solution because of their sensitivity to EDE, or we believe they are not,
in which case postexperimental inquiries are normally not a good use of limited experimental time and
resources.
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St. John 1994):24 subjects may not realize how their behavior may have been af-
fected by the experimental environment or, indeed, by their own biases, even though
in practice it has.25

5. The direct experimental evidence defense. A stronger defense is simply to note
that in a given setting there is direct experimental evidence against a hypothesized
EDE. One could, for example, rely on Lei et al. (2001) to argue that the absence of
an interesting alternative activity does not distort asset prices (Example 5). Similarly,
the criticism that the correlation between beliefs and behavior in the context of trust
games is due to the fact that beliefs are elicited or transmitted to coplayers—an ex-
ample of purely cognitive EDE—is refuted by the empirical evidence in Guerra and
Zizzo (2004), who explicitly tested these hypotheses insofar as it is possible to do
so.26 More generally, the earlier discussion summarizing the empirical evidence on
EDE (Sect. 4.1) shows how, with exceptions, it may be easier to use the direct empir-
ical evidence defense for purely cognitive EDE than for social EDE. More empirical
research on EDE is clearly needed (Bardsley 2005).

6. The indirect experimental evidence defense. When the true experimental objec-
tives are connected to hypotheses that predict behavior which is either uncorrelated
or negatively correlated to the EDE, support of those hypotheses cannot be criticized
on the basis of EDE, and indeed the persuasiveness of the evidence is even stronger in
case of negative correlation (Sects. 4.2 and 4.3). The same argument may be applied
more generally, whenever there are notable behavioral patterns—ideally formulated
in ex ante experimental hypotheses—that cannot be explained by postulating the hy-
pothesized EDE, or (more strongly) for which the EDE makes an opposite prediction.
The emphasis on notable behavioral patterns ideally hypothesized ex ante is clear:
EDE may be important but not explain 100% of the variance, and, if so, there quite
likely will anyway be behavioral patterns that cannot be explained by EDE but which
can be found with suitable ex post data mining. The defense is also clearly stronger
when the non EDE predicted behavior is negatively correlated with EDE predictions.
As an example of how this defense can be employed, Bacharach et al. (2007) used
belief elicitation combined with different trust game variants, and hypothesized and
found that the degree of trust responsiveness, as defined by the correlation between

24We can exemplify this distinction employing the example of an expert billiard player: a billiard player
has no explicit knowledge, and has no need of explicit knowledge, of the laws of physics that govern her
movements and those of the balls she hits directly or indirectly on the billiard board; conversely, a physicist
knows all the relevant laws of physics, but that does not make him a billiard player, let alone an expert one.
Furthermore, while the physicist can express his knowledge in words, the billiard player is unlikely to be
able to verbalise her expertise in words (beyond perhaps a few tips). Nor one would be able to learn to be
an expert billiard player by hearing what the physicist has to say. That is, there is a dissociation between
implicit knowledge and learning (that required to be an expert billiard player) and explicit knowledge and
learning (that required to be a physicist). Another obvious example is that of a consumer who, through
learning by trial and error, may implicitly learn to choose her optimal consumption bundle, without any
explicit need of knowing microeconomic theory and calculus, or of employing a calculator every time she
goes to the supermarket.
25The literature on this dissociation is considerable (e.g., Stocco and Fum 2008 and Zizzo 2003).
26See Orne (1973) for a discussion of ‘nonexperiments’ and ‘simulation techniques’ as creative ways of
gathering direct experimental evidence by running additional control treatments, though questions may be
raised about their applicability to economic experiments (e.g., in terms of incentive and learning issues, or
the dissociation between cognitive mechanisms point discussed under defense 4).
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belief that one is being trusted and fulfilling trust, was sensitive to the type of trust
game used. This provided indirect evidence against EDE being behind the trust re-
sponsiveness result. Another example is in the differences in strategic behavior ob-
served across treatments in the voting experiment by Eckel and Holt (1989). Senior
experimenters were present at the voting sessions, but the resulting potential social
EDE from their presence cannot plausibly explain the differences in strategic behav-
ior observed. This is indirect evidence against claims of a social EDE.

7 Conclusions

This contribution of this paper has been to consider the question of when experi-
mental economists should be concerned about experimenter demand effects (EDE)
as a possible confound, and, when they are a potential likely confound, what can be
done about them. We began our analysis by distinguishing between social and purely
cognitive EDE. Purely cognitive EDE are all about the cognitive dimension of task
construal: one of identifying the task at hand and behaving accordingly, by picking
up clues on what constitutes behavior that is appropriate for the task. In additional
to this task construal dimension, social EDE have a social dimension, in terms of
perceived social pressure that the experimenter, as an authority, explicitly or implic-
itly puts on a subjects through instructions and cues. What we have is clear evidence
that social EDE are real, though they are in principle easier to avoid. We found in-
stead that, while potentially of relevance in a much wider set of experimental designs,
the empirical case for purely cognitive EDE is more equivocal, and depends on the
experimental setting and the type of EDE.

A key contribution of this paper is in showing that, when EDE may exist, it cru-
cially matters how they relate to the true experimental objectives. EDE that are uncor-
related with the true experimental objectives are harmless. EDE that are negatively
correlated with the true experimental objectives are potentially problematic only if
evidence is not found in favor of the true experimental hypotheses. Otherwise, sta-
tistically significant results will be even more meaningful for having being found re-
gardless of a potential EDE pushing in the opposite direction. EDE that are positively
correlated with the true experimental objectives are always potentially problematic,
instead, since any result in favor of the hypotheses that the true experimental objective
is about may be confounded by the EDE.

The next question I tried to answer was: if there is a potential problem, what can
be done about it? The paper identified a number of strategies to minimize the corre-
lation between EDE and true experimental objectives. Some of these are traditional
and mainly related to social EDE, such as not using classroom ‘pseudo-volunteers’,
minimizing the social interactions between experimenters and subjects, and avoiding
loaded frames; being careful about the frame used in the instruction is also important
in the case of purely cognitive EDE. Another strategy is to change the decision task.
I labeled non-deceptive obfuscation still another one. This is an adaptation to exper-
imental economics of the psychologists’ suggestion to misguide subjects about what
the experiment is about: as we do not generally deceive in economic experiments, this
is not a viable strategy, but I argued that there are a number of deception-free ways
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in which an experimental economist can successfully obfuscate the true experimental
objectives.

The final question the paper addressed is simple: what if everything else fails and
there is still reason to be concerned about the validity of the experimental results? Six
possible defenses were identified and assessed. Three are about saying that the EDE
is the objective of the experiment, claiming it has external validity, or employing what
I labeled as a ‘magnifying glass’ argument—namely, that, while the EDE in itself is
an artificial tool, it is one that can enhance external validity in given settings. The
other three are about evidence: one is about relying on postexperimental inquiries, a
traditional defense but often not a strong one (or so this paper argued); the last two
are about either direct or indirect experimental evidence against the presence of EDE.

The ultimate goal of this paper was pragmatic: namely, to provide a tentative
toolkit for economists to evaluate or formulate criticisms based on EDE and to im-
prove experimental designs in order to either reduce the risks of EDE or accept such
risks as defensible or harmless. Obviously, as the ambitions and scale of experimental
research become deeper, more research will be needed on this topic.
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